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Bahinemo (Bjh) 

PHONOLOGY OF THE BAHINEMO LANGUAGE 
 
The phonology of the Bahinemo language is best studied by starting with a short narrative and work 
down: sentence, phrase, word, syllable and phoneme. The higher levels of the phonology definitely 
influence the lower levels. This top down approach to Bahinemo phonology avoids excessive 
repetition. Therefore, the upper levels will be presented before the syllables and phonemes.  
 
“Executive” Summary of phonemic norms. (See Section 6 for details.) 
14 Consonants:  Aspirated stops contrast as to alveolar and velar points of articulation. Unaspirated 
stops contrast as bilabial, alveolar, velar and glottal. Fricatives contrast as bilabial, alveolar and glottal. 
Nasals contrast as labial and alveolar. Semi-consonants contrast as to labial, alveolar and velar points 
of articulation. 
 
5 Vowels: The five vowels contrast as to front, mid and back positions and high, mid and low tongue 
heights. 
 
Phonemic norm and practical orthography chosen by Bahinemos in 2007. (See Section 8 for the 
basis for their decisions.) 

a b d    h i k l m n o s t u w j   

a b d e f g h i k l m n o s t u w y  ` 
 

1. PHONOLOGICAL NARRATIVE 

1.1 Transcription of a Recorded Narrative 
 
The following is a sample text: 
 
[wābī'nál 'á  dnājowà  | īsī'n  bī'jal| ljto 'leu   
 'lu 'á  dtāwà  bījā'há  | moá  hā'i  
 'leū djājowà   jū'wejmà  díelejānūljà   'nem 'á  dbokwà   
 'sán sá'li 'o | díjohmnāwà  | 'á' li  le'u 'o díjáhwījà   'nm 'o díjāhwījà   
 'nm 'á  'tu dknījāwà   īnsū'a dm  'a 'law 'nadu dtāhījà   
 'má'dm| mā'djā 'mai | ā'dá msīnà  |   'nm  ] 

/Wabi'nal 'a dinajowa, isi'ni. Bi'jal Ljtó 'lu.  

'Lu 'a ditawa. Bija'ha Moa Ha'gi.  

'Lu dijajowa. Ju'wjma diljanulja. 'Nm 'a dbokwa.  

'San Sa'li 'qo dijohmnawa, 'a 'gli. 'Lu 'o dijahwija. 'Nm 'o dijahwija.  

'Nm 'a 'tu dknijawa. Insu'a dam 'a 'lau 'nadu dtahija.  

'Ma 'dam Ma'dija 'mai, 'ad msina, 'nm. 'Ma dam t'muli dituwi, 'nm. /  
 
'Wabinal just killed a pig. Who? Leyto the two of them.  
Those two killed it. Where? At Mofa Creek.  
Those two have just come. They brought it to the village. We have divided it up.  
Mrs. Sali also got a pig’s thigh. Those two ate and slept. We also ate and slept.  
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We cut up the pigs head and ate it. The women covered the pig’s intestines with sago and leaves and 
cooked it.  
All the men went to Madiya. The men took a break at a deserted place.'  

1.2 Symbolisation 
 
 '    indicates that the nuclear syllable of the word follows. (Since all single syllable words have  
  a stress, stress will not be written on single word examples.) 
 "   indicates that the nuclear syllable of the phonological sentence follows. 
 |    indicates short pause, translated as a coma. 
    indicates moderate pause, translated as a period. 
     indicates vowel length 
 Pitch will be symbolised with high [  ], mid [  ], low [  ] and [  ] high-low glide on a double 
        vowel pitches phonetically where described. Assume the highest tone in the word on the 
                      stress accented syllable. 
 

2. PHONOLOGICAL SENTENCE 
 
The contrastive features of the phonological sentence are a peak of loudness and a longer pause at the 
boundaries. Every sentence has a nucleus with one peak of stress accent including the highest tone in 
the phrase. The phonological sentence contains one Nuclear Phrase. The average sentence also contains 
one or more optional Pre-Nuclear Phrases. Many sentences also add a Post Nuclear Phrase. The 
position of pauses in an utterance appears to be only partially related to grammatical sentence features. 
 
The following is a typical sentence taken from the text above: 
 
[wābī'nál 'á  dnājowà  | īsī'n  
/Wab'inál 'a ''dínajowa, isi'ní./ 
'Wabinal killed a pig today.’ 
 
 'sán sá'li 'o | díjohmnāwà  | 'á 'li   
'san 'sali 'o dijo-hmnawa, 'a 'gli. 
Mrs. Sali also gave sent, a pig’ s thigh. 
 

3. PHONOLOGICAL PHRASE 
 
Inside of the phonological sentence are phonological phrases. The phonological phrase is the rhythmic 
unit of narrative speech. When all of the phrases in one text were timed from margin to margin, each 
phrase took approximately the same length of time. The number of syllables in the phrases varied 
greatly. 
 
A phonological phrase consists of one or more words and is characterised by pitch, timing and terminal 
features with one syllable accented with the highest pitch and pulse of stress in the phrase. The 
phonological phrase normally expresses the grammatical phrase, but not necessarily. Grammatical 
phrases can be intercepted by the terminus of the phonological phrase. Grammatical phrases contain a 
head word followed by one or more optional modifiers. The accented head word is normally the peak 
of the phonological phrase.  
 
There is a general falling pitch continuing over the whole of each phrase. Therefore, the accented 
syllable of each word in a phrase is lower than the accented syllable of the preceding word. An 
accented syllable at the end of a phrase is lower than an accented syllable at the beginning of a phrase. 
A low tone on an unaccented syllable at the beginning of a word is phonetically mid, and an accented 
tone at the end of a word is phonetically mid. 
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At present, three contrastive types have been distinguished in narrative speech. These are characterised 
by their distribution in the phonological sentence, comparative pitch levels, and different patterns of 
syllable timing. The optional Pre-Nuclear Phrase or phrases make up the pre-nuclear slope of the 
phonological sentence. The obligatory Nuclear Phrase contains the nucleus of the sentence and the 
nuclear slope. The optional Post Nuclear Phrases follow the nuclear slope.  
 

3.1.1 Pre-Nuclear Phrase 
  
One or more words may occur in the Pre-Nuclear Phrase. The Pre-Nuclear Phrase immediately 
preceding the Nuclear Phrase is marked by distinct accented and unaccented syllables in the words and 
phrases with a perceptible pause at the end. Syllable timing varies greatly depending on the length of 
the phrase. Tones range from high on accented syllables to mid and mid-low on unaccented syllables, 
but not as high as the accented nucleus of the following Nuclear Phrase. 
 
Sometimes a second Pre-Nuclear Phrase may occur in sequence with a perceptible pause between the 
two. When several words or phrases are squeezed into the Pre-Nuclear Phrase or a second Pre-Nuclear 
Phrase is added, the syllables are shortened with more extensive coalition and dropping of sounds at 
word boundaries to fit the sentence timing.  

3.1.2 Nuclear Phrase 
The Nuclear Phrase occurs at the nucleus of the phonological sentence. The Nuclear Phrase normally 
begins abruptly on its nuclear syllable, which is emphasized with the loudest stress, longest length and 
highest pitch in the phonological sentence.  
 
The nuclear syllable is followed by fairly evenly timed syllables and falling pitch and ends in the low 
pitch. Each syllable is slightly lower, whether one or up to seven. The lowest pitch indicates a 
completed sentence. This low pitch is normally lower than any other pitch in the sentence.  
 
A Post Nuclear Phrase may also follow this lowest pitch after a longer pause. Nuclear words, mainly 
verbs, normally occur in the Nuclear Phrase. This nuclear position gives verbs a distinct falling 
intonation. When accented words do occur following the nuclear syllable, they lose their original tone 
pattern, taking the falling intonation of the Nuclear Phrase.  
 
In the above example from Section 1 below, the personal name takes the nuclear accent where it is 
normally stressed. In this case the accent is on the second syllable, with it taking the highest stress and 
tone in the sentence with the rest falling over the Nuclear Phrase to the lowest low. In such cases, the 
unstressed syllables of the grammatical word preceding the stressed syllable as introducing the Nuclear 
Phrase. The syllables preceding the nuclear word could also be interpreted as part of the Pre-Nuclear 
Phrase.  
 
 bī'jal| ljto 'leu   
 bi'jal ljtó 'lu. 
 Who? Leyto the two of them. 
 

3.1.3 Post Nuclear Phrase 
The optional Post Nuclear Phrase occurs following the pause after the Nuclear Phrase, but preceding 
the sentence margin. Only rarely would a second phrase be added with a slight pause between them. 
This phrase is characterised by slow, even timing throughout with slight stress on the nucleus of the 
phrase.  
 
The Post Nuclear Phrase normally contains added information, added emphasis or afterthought. 
Normally, accented words occur in the Post Nuclear Phrase, mainly nouns, noun phrases and adverbs. 
The accent on words is profoundly influenced by their position in the Post Nuclear Phrase. Pitch in the 
Post Nuclear Phrase does not go above mid tone level and ends on the low tone if the word ends with 
an unaccented syllable. Therefore, an initially accented syllable will not be higher than mid and a 
finally accented syllable will only be slightly higher than the lowest low. If the middle syllable is the 
accented syllable it will be slightly higher than the initial syllable and higher than the final unstressed 
syllable.  
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If the word ends with the accent on the final syllable, the phrase will end with a low mid tone rather 
than low. The final accented syllable may be slightly lower than the preceding unaccented syllables.  

4. WORD 
Normally, Bahinemo words contain a single stress accented syllable and are contained within the  
Pre-nuclear, Nuclear and Post Nuclear Phrases. There are two classes of words: accented words and 
nuclear words.  

4.1 Nuclear words: 
Nuclear Words are normally verbs and the main fillers of the Nuclear Phrase of the Phonological 
Sentence. The peak of stress normally occurs on the first prefix on the grammatical verb and seldom 
occurs on the verb root itself. Every syllable after the nuclear syllable falls fairly evenly in tone all the 
way from the highest high to lowest low. The number of syllables varies from a minimum of two 
(prefix + verb root) to as many as seven (prefix +prefix+verb root+verb root+verb root + suffix+ 
suffix). (These falling syllables are given a mid tone phonetically because they are lower than the high 
and higher than the low, yet each succeeding syllable is a lower mid than the previous syllable.) 
 
 /diljanulja/  [díelejānūljà]   ‘just carried arrived recent-past’ 
   /dijo-hmnawa/  [díjohmnāwà]  ‘just give send recent-past’ 
  

Emphatic and explanatory sentences do not have a verb prefix. In these sentences the nuclear 
syllable is the accented syllable of the preceding word rather than the verb. The unaccented syllables of 
the word are still a part of the Nuclear Phrases.  

Though not normally accented, a verb root can become nuclear when there are two verb roots as 
separate words. Then one takes an auxiliary or adverbial position.  

/ˈAn gaˈge ˈda iˈni ˈqej./  [ˈan ga̍ ge ˈda iˈˈnīˈqej.] ‘I want to get that thing.’ 

Verb phrases may also occur in Pre-Nuclear and Post Nuclear Phrases. They then adapt to the 
pitch and character of these phrases.  
 

4.2 Accented words: 
 
Accented words have one accented syllable with the highest tone and heavier stress in the word. These 
accented words normally occur in Pre-Nuclear and Post Nuclear Phrases. Few Bahinemo accented 
words have more than three syllables. Most words that appear to have four and five syllables are 
actually close knit phrases.  
 
Accented words may also occur as the nuclear word of emphatic and explanatory sentences, and other 
sentences with no prefix on the verb root.  
 
Accented words are normally nouns, pronouns, adjectives, adverbs and other words. All accented 
words have one syllable that is accented with the highest tone and stress in the word. All possible 
patterns occur in two and three syllable words, but there are only a few contrastive minimal pairs for 
stress accent observed. Final syllable stress is the predominant pattern on both two and three syllable 
words. All single syllable words are accented. Therefore, it is not necessary to write stress on these. 

4.2.1 Close Knit Phrases 
 
Bahinemo is characterized by close-knit noun phrases. All living things including categories of spirits, 
people, animals and plants are referred to in a close knit classificatory phrase. This is an elaborate 
classificatory system that reveals worldview and differences in classification from other cultures. The 
head word in the classificatory phrase normally precedes the modifier, most often the name of the 
species. This head word can be used on its own, but head word and modifier are most often used 
together. The modifying word is seldom used alone, but these have been used occasionally.  
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Many other noun phrases also occur, following the same basic pattern as the classificatory phrases. 
 
When accented words occur in a noun phrase, each word maintains its own stress accented syllable, but 
the accent on the head word in the phrase normally takes slightly a stronger stress and slightly higher 
tone. Etically this lower toned high can be written as mid, but emically it is written with an accent.  
 
Normally, in a noun phrase, the head word occurs first and the modifying word follows. Some 
modifiers might be used alone, like personal names indicating a specific man. For example, normally, 
men’s names are preceded by /ma/ and woman’s names by /san/. Girls by /defi/ and boys by /yin/. 
These phrases are nearly all used in reference to the person. Sometimes the name is used alone when 
addressing the person, but more often a kin term is used. 
 

4.3 Tone patterns on accented words 
Unaccented syllables are indicated by mid [  ] tone phonetically when preceding the stressed syllable or 
high tone mark [  ]. These syllables preceding the high tone are nearly as high as the stressed syllable 
and sound nearly the same. Normally these are in the first or second syllables of two and three syllable 
words when the high tone is on the last syllable of the word. In three syllable words where the accented 
syllable is on the first syllable the unaccented syllable following that accented first syllable is also mid 
[  ]. Unaccented syllables that occur at the end of the word and follow the high [  ] or mid tone [  ] are 
low [  ] indicated with a low tone, the lowest tone in the word.  
 
Unaccented syllables are more flexible and the level of tone is greatly influenced by its location in the 
phonological sentence. Every accented and unaccented pitch will be higher in the Pre-Nuclear Phrase 
of the phonological sentence than they will be in the Post Nuclear Phrase of the sentence where the 
accented syllable will not go higher than a mid tone. 
 
Two syllable single words or phrases containing single syllable words elicited in the Pre-Nuclear 
Phrase: 

 

Accent on:  1st syllable  2nd syllable  2 syllable phrase 

         head word on 1st 

Meaning ‘man’ ‘girl’ ‘my in-law’ 

Phonetic tone ˈímà d̍ í ˈná ˈlā 

Phonemic tone  ˈima dˈi ˈna ˈla 

 

Meaning ‘many’ ‘bird’ ‘aunt’ 

Phonetic tone [ˈmájà] [wāˈbú] [ˈsán ˈjī] 

Phonemic ˈmaja waˈbu ˈsan ˈji 

 

Meaning rib cage ‘tall’ ‘lizard species’ 

Phonetic tone ˈmíjà mīˈja ˈjj ˈwo 

Phonemic ˈmija miˈja ˈjj ˈwo 
 

Phrases of three single-syllable words also occur, with stress in any of three positions. 
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Three syllable single words:  

Accented syllable: 1st 2nd 3rd 

Meaning                  ‘to the man’ ‘to the house’   ‘ear’ 

Phonetic ˈímāmà īˈnámà bēsīˈjá 

Phonemic ˈimama iˈnama bsiˈja 
 

Meaning : ‘razor’ ‘sun’ ‘large’ 

Phonetic ˈbísīà dīˈníjà bānīˈjá 

Phonemic ˈbisia diˈnija baniˈja 

 

Meaning : ‘meeting area’ ‘food’ ‘habitual’ 

Phonetic ˈjínāmà jāˈmájà dīdīˈsí 

Phonemic ˈjinama jaˈmaja didiˈsi 

  

Three syllable phrases with head word preceding the modifier: 

Head word Single syllable  2 syllable, 1st accent 2 syllable, 2nd accent  

Meaning:  ‘fire smoke’ ‘your greens’  ‘bird “wa” species’ 

Phonetic ˈjá ˈsīì ˈhájà ˈnū wābú ˈwā  

Phonemic ˈja ˈsii ˈhaja ˈnu  wàˈbu ˈwa 

 

Meaning: ‘tree species ‘my man’ ‘my house’  

Phonetic ˈmí ˈju wa ˈímà ˈnā īˈná ˈnā  

Phonemic ˈmi ˈjuwa ˈima ˈna  iˈna ˈna  

 

Meaning ‘heart liver’ ‘this flower  ‘this girl’  

Phonetic ˈjú ˈwāù ˈhóuà ˈdā dēˈí ˈdā  

Phonemic ˈju ˈwau ˈhoua ˈda  dˈi ˈda  

 

Three syllable phrases with accent on the second high. These are phrases of reference to people 
where the head word (personal name) is at the end of the phrase: 

 

Meaning ‘Mrs. Mali’ ‘Mrs. Wana’ 

Phonetic ˈsān ˈMálì ˈsán Wāˈná 

Phonemic ˈsan ˈMali san Waˈna 

 

Meaning ‘many women’ ‘older woman’ 

Phonetic ˈswán ˈmáià ˈsán b̍ dó 
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Phonemic ˈswan ˈmaja ˈsan bˈdo 

 

Meaning ‘Mr. Begaj’ ‘Mr. Father’ 

Phonetic ˈmá ˈBgàj ˈmá hùˈwá 

Phonemic ˈma ˈBgaj ˈma huˈwa 
   

Four syllable accented words do not occur. Four syllables and five syllables are normally close knit 
phrases of two or three words. 

5. SYLLABLE LEVEL 
 
The nucleus of the syllable contains a single vowel or syllabic nasal which carries the peak of loudness. 
This nuclear vowel or syllabic nasal is sometimes preceded by a semi-consonant which crescendos 
slightly toward the nuclear vowel. The preceding syllable margin usually contains one consonant; the 
following margin sometimes contains one consonant or semi-consonant. 
 
The following syllable types occur: V, N, VC, CV, CVC, CSV, CSVC and CVS. Each of these can 
occur in word initial, medial and final positions. CV is the most common syllable type, followed by 
CVC.   
 
All consonants occur syllable initially. Only the two semi-vowels /w/ and /j/ also occur as the second 
consonant in syllable onset. In syllable final position semi-vowels, nasals and laterals commonly occur; 
fricatives and stops rarely occur. 

5.1 Consonant and vowel distribution 
 
Nasals /m/ and /n/ occur in the syllable type N. 
 
 /ndo/  [ndo]   'belonging to us two' 
 /mbaja/  [mbaja]  'no' 
 
V contains all vowels. 
 
 /ibil/  [ibil]   ‘origin’ 
 /ho/   [ho]   ‘hers’ 
 /odija/  [odija]   ‘continuing on’ 
 /udi/  [udi]   ‘bamboo tongs’ 
 /adi/  [adi]   ‘there’ 
 /i j/  [i e i]   ‘want to go’ 
 /dii/  [d]   ‘goes’ 
 /ndoo/  [ndo]   ‘belonging to us two emphatic’ 
 
VC contains most vowels. C contains /n/, /m/, /l/  
 
 /al/  [al]   ‘who’ 
 /an/  [an]   ‘I’ 
 /insmwa/ [ins mwa ]  ‘hive’ 
 /ulja/  [ulja]   ‘third day from today’ 
 /umni/  [um ni]   ‘make cat’s cradle’ 
 
 
CV All consonants and vowels occur in the syllable type CV. 
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 /badi/  [badi]   'ripe' 
 /nidi/  [nidi]   'we two' 
 /sukbi/  [sukbi]  'hurry' 
 
CVC All consonants occur in the initial C slot and all vowels occur in the V slot of syllable type CVC. 
The final C slot contains nasals /m/ and /n/, lateral /l/ and semi-vowels /w/ and /j/. // also occurs. 
 
 /kanbi/  [kanbi]  'type of spear' 
 /walwa/  [walwa]  'butterfly' 
 /jj/  [jej]   'lizard' 
 /tasi/  [taɸsi]   ‘sew’  
 
CVC syllables occur more frequently in rapid speech because the vowel following a nasal in a 
phonological phrase is often dropped. 
 
 /mi wamini/ [mí wamn- mí wamni] 'iron wood tree' 
 /tu nba/ [tu nba - tunba]  'head hair' 
 /gni/  [ni  - n]   'banana' 
 /gn kwalu/ [n kalu]   'banana species' 
 
CSV All consonants except /w/, /t/ and /m/ occur syllable initially in this syllable type. Semi-vowels 
/w/ and /j/. All vowels occur in this syllable type.   
 
 /gwdi/  [wdi]   'yellow' 
 /julu/  [julu]   'cassowary' 
 /bininju/   [bininju]  ‘strength’ 
  
 
CSVC Consonants / /, /k/, /g/, /h/, /s/, /n/ and /l/ have been observed in the initial C slot of syllable 
type CSVC. Semi-vowel /w/ is most common, but /y/does occur in the S slot. All vowels have been 
observed in the nucleus. The sonorants /n/, /l/ and semivowels /j/ and /w/ have been observed in the 
final C slot. 
 
 /gwinbi/  [winbi]  'nose ornament' 
 /gn gwul/ [n wul]  'banana var.' 
 /tohwol/  [tohwo l]  ‘razor’ 
 /ina gwal/ [ina gwal]  ‘back of house’ 
 

6. PHONEMES 
The phoneme is the lowest level unit in the phonological hierarchy of Bahinemo. Consonant phonemes 
occur as onsets and termini of syllables and vowel phonemes occur as nuclei. Semi-consonant 
phonemes occur in the same positions as consonants and also between onset and nucleus of the 
syllable, that is, in the pre-nuclear position. 
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6.1 Chart of Phonemic Norms 
6.1.1 Consonants 
 
   Bilab Alveo Palatal Velar Glottal 
Aspirated      t      k   

Plosive  b  d     
Nasal m n    

Fricative    s      h  

Approx w  j   

Lateral 
Approx 

 l    

 

6.1.2 Vowels 
 

i  u 
   
  o 
   
 a  

 

6.2 Description of Contrastive Features 
 
Consonants: 
 
Aspirated stops contrast as to alveolar and velar points of articulation. Unaspirated stops contrast as 
bilabial, alveolar, velar and glottal. Fricatives contrast as bilabial, alveolar and glottal. Nasals contrast 
as labial and alveolar. Semi-consonants contrast as to labial, alveolar and velar points of articulation. 
 
Vowels:  
 
The five vowels contrast as to front, mid and back positions and high, mid and low tongue heights. 

6.3 Status of Items Which May be Either Consonant or 
Vowel 
 

6.3.1 [i] and [u] 
 
 [i] and [u] are interpreted as consonant or vowel according to their position in the syllable. In syllable 
nuclear position they are interpreted as vowels because they carry the peak of syllabicity. 
 
Examples in CV syllables: 
 
 /du/  [du  'dragonfly' 
 /husi/  [hus]  'two' 
 /gugu/  [uu]  'ditch' 
 /bi/  [b]  'tooth' 
 /didi/  [dd]  'species of bat' 
 /sii/  [si]  'wing' 
 
In positions other than the nucleus of the syllable, that is, where they do not carry the peak of 
syllabicity, they are interpreted as consonants. 
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Examples in syllable initial consonant position: 
  

/jo/  [j]  'road' 
/jajadu/  [jajadu] 'hot' 
/jini/  [jn]  'tail' 
/walwa/  [walwa] 'butterfly' 
/wija/  [wja]  'second day from today' 
/dawin/  [dawn]  'kind of spear' 

 
Examples in pre-nuclear semi-consonant position: 
 
 /wi/  [w]  'go' 
 /swani/  [swan]  'woman' 
 /kwonu/  [kwonu] 'killer spirit' 
 /kjmog/ [kjmo] 'Christmas season' 
 /now bjulu/ [now bjulu] 'snake species'  
 
[w] and [j] in syllable final consonant position: 
 
 /law/  [law]  'stomach' 
 /naw/  [naw]  'mine' 
 /lj/  [lej]  'vine' 
 /gaj/  [aj]  'white' 
 /haja/  [haja]  'table' 
 
 
Palatalised and labialised transitions between syllable nuclei word medially are interpreted as 
consonants /w/ and /y/. 
 
 /jamaja/  [jamaja]  'food' 
 /jtawa/ [ejtawa]  'finished cutting' 
 /dawin/  [dawn]   'kind of spear' 
 /ˈhwi/  [hw]   'grass skirt' 
 

6.4 The Status of Items Which May be Either Sequence or 
Unit 
 
The following sounds are suspected of being either sequence or unit: 
[t], [k], [mb], [nd], [ts], [p], [w], [j] [ei], [], [] and []. 
 

6.4.1 [t] and [k]  
 
[t] and [k] have been interpreted as single units. 
 

/kija/  [kja]  'palm tree species' 
/gija/  [ja]  'arm band' 
/taj/  [taj]  'bamboo species' 
/kdaj/  [kdaj] 'betel nut' 

 

6.4.2 [m] and [n] 
 
Syllabic nasals [m] and [n] are interpreted as a single unit when they occur as a single syllable. 
Psycholinguistic testing did not support an earlier hypothesis /me/ and /ne/.   
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/ndi/  [ndi]  'here, take it' 
/ndo/  [ndo]  'belonging to us two' 
/mbaja/  [mbaja] ‘no emphatic’ 

 

6.4.3 [mb] and [nd]     
 
[mb] and [nd] are interpreted as sequences. 
 

/ndi/  [ndi]  'here, take it' 
/di/  [di]  'going' 
/ni/  [ni]  'you (subj.)' 
/ndo/  [ndo]  'belonging to us two' 
/do/  [d]  'lime gourd' 
/mba/  [mba]  'no' 
/ba/  [ba]  'stone' 
/madi/  [mad]  'skin disease' 
 

6.4.4 [ts] 
 
[ts] is interpreted as a single phone because it is an allophone of the single phoneme /s/ and there is no 
non-suspect CC pattern. 
 

/sija/  [tsja - sja]  'coconut' 
 

6.4.5 [p] 
 
[p] is interpreted as a single phone because it is an allophone of the single phoneme / / and there is 
no non-suspect CC pattern. 
 

/i/  [p - ]  'bamboo species' 

6.4.6 [j] and [w]  
When [j] and [w] occur following a consonant, they are interpreted as semi-vowels that are separate 
sounds fitting in the CSV syllable pattern. 

 
/kwonu/  [kwonu]  ‘killing spirit’ 
/bininju/ [bininju]  ‘strength’ 
/bi ljaw/ [bi ljaw]   ‘tooth ache’ 

 

6.4.7 [ei] 
When [ei] occurs preceding [j] it is interpreted as a single sound. When [ei] occurs at the end of a word 
or preceding a syllable that does not begin with [j], it is interpreted as /ej/. 
 
 /lj/  [lei]   ‘vine’ 
 /hahwj/ [hahwei]  ‘lay down’ 
 /hwja/ [hweja]  ‘slept’ 
 /mjwija [me iwija]  ‘failed’ 
 

6.4.8 [], [] and []  
 
[l] takes different forms depending upon the vowels preceding and following it. It takes the shape of 
central [], [] and [] to make laterals at the tongue height of these vowels with lips wide and 
unrounded. The sound takes a full syllable pulse and often takes the word stress. Therefore, [], [] 
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and [] with a full syllable pulse have been interpreted as /il/, /l/ and /l/. See /l/ distribution charts in 
section 7.1.2  for explanation and more examples. 
 
 /bil/  [b]   ‘not’ 
 /bilil/  [b]   ‘limbon” 
 /sl/  [sl]   ‘finger nail’ 
 /gl/  [gl]   ‘leg’ 
 /mahele/ [mah]  ‘blood’ 
 /lal/  [fal]   ‘leach’ 
 /lu/  [fu]   ‘those two’ 
 

6.4.9 Vowel length 
 
Vowel length is accompanied by a contrasting tone glide and is interpreted as two syllable nuclei.  
They are interpreted as two syllables because they have a high-low glide. All non-suspect high-low 
combinations are two syllables. Vowel length functions differently on nouns, pronouns and verbs.  
 
Vowel length differentiates some single syllable nouns: 

 
/du/  [du]   'dragonfly' 

 /duu/  [du]   'star' 
 
/gi/  []   'sago grub' 

 /gii/  []   'sago shoot' 
 
/ba/  [ba-baw]  'bow' 

 /baa/  [ba]   'stone' 
 

The following contrastive vowel combinations occur with /j/. 
 
/ji/  [j]  'wild citrus' 
/jj/  [jej]  'lizard' 
/ja/  [ja]  'fire' 
/jaw/  [jaw]  'go ahead!' 
/jo/  [j]  'trail' 

 /joo/  [yo ]  'give' 
/jow/  [jow]  'dog' 
/ju/  [ju]  'heart' 

 /juu/  [ju]  'mosquito' 
 
Personal pronouns normally lengthen the vowel for emphasis. Most of the emphatic pronouns, 
especially the possessive pronouns, contain a sequence of two vowels with a high-low tone glide, 
except those that change the vowel and add an intervocalic /j/.   
 

/nˈdo/  [ndo]   ‘belonging to those two’ 
 /nˈdoo/  [ndo]   ‘belonging to those two specifically (emphatic)’ 

 
/aˈni/  [āní]   ‘I” 

   /aˈnii/  [ān]   ‘me (emphatic)” 
 
/ˈna/  [na]   ‘mine’ 

 /ˈnaa/  [na]   ‘mine’ (emphatic) 
 
/leˈmo/  [mo]   ‘theirs’ 

 /leˈmoo/  [mo]   ‘theirs (emphatic) 
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/ˈni/  [ní]   ‘you’ 
/niˈjaj/  [nijaj]    ‘you’ (emphatic) 
 

The vowel in the verb prefix changes to become the same as a vowel initial verb root. These appear to 
be a lengthened vowel. For example, the present tense prefix has the normal form of /de-/. But it will 
change to /di-/ preceding /i/ or /j/ and /du-/ preceding /u/ or /i/. Past tense /e-, i-, u- does the same. 
 
 di + i = dii  [ˈd]  going 
 di + ini = diini  [ˈdnì]  bringing 
 i + ini + ja = iinija [ˈnījà]  took 

/iinhi/   [nhì   'lift!' 
/iini/   [nì ]  'take!' 

 
The combinations /ai/, /ui/ and /au/ also occur medially at morpheme breaks with a high-low glide 
which is now interpreted as two syllable nuclei. These could also be interpreted as single complex 
syllables, because they usually occur in the verb of the Nuclear Phrase where they would be 
pronounced with falling tone whether one syllable or two. They are interpreted as two syllables by 
analogy with other environments. Some verb roots insert [w] or [j]. 
 

/ˈmainija/  [ˈmaīnījà ]  “did not bring’ 
/ˈmaisi/    [ˈmaīsì]   ‘did not stay’ 
 
/ˈainasi/  [ˈaīnasì]  ‘desire to carry’ 
/ˈiinasi/   [ˈíīnasì ]  ‘carry!’ 
 
 

7. DESCRIPTION OF PHONEMES 

7.1 Description of Consonants 
7.1.1 /t/ 

[t] voiceless alveolar aspirated stop occurs word initially and medially. 
 /tu/  [tú]   'head' 
 /tago/  [ta]   'shell top decoration' 
 /bota/  [bta]   'short' 
 /dtitj/  [dtītej]  'walk' 
 

7.1.2 /k/ 

[x] voiceless velar fricative occurs only word medially preceding /o/ or 
/u/ in free variation  

 with [k]. 
 /bakowa/ [baxowa - bakowa] 'fourth day from today' 
 /miku/  [mxu - mku]  'go quickly' 
 

[k] voiceless velar aspirated stop occurs word initially and medially. 
 /kija/  [kja]   'palm tree species' 
 /kolo/  [kolo]   'old animate' 
 /uki/  [ˈuk]   'tie it!' 
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 /na kan – na kani/ [nakan - nakan] 'my kinsman, thank you' 
 

7.1.3 / / 

[] voiceless glottal stop occurs word initially and medially. 
[] contrasts with most consonants in identical environments. However, [] is found only in 
grammatical affixes, closed class words and a few verb roots. Grammatically it is almost 
mutually exclusive with [g], which is never found in affixes and closed class words, only in 
nouns, modifiers and verb roots. A Gahom Village dialect has no [g] but has glottal stop in all 
environments.  

 /j/  [ei]   'do, cause' 
 /aa/  [aa ]   'yes' 
 /dowa/  [dowa ]  'without having done' 
  
 

7.1.4 /b/ 

[b] lightly voiced bilabial stop occurs word initially and medially.  
Voicing increases slightly on stress syllables. 

 /bi/  [bí]   ’tooth' 
 /bobu/  [bobu]   'ground' 
 /koba/  [koba]   'grass, cockroach' 
 /dbku/  [dbku]  'true' 
 

7.1.5 /d/ 

[d] lightly voiced alveolar stop occurs word initially and medially.  
Voicing increases slightly on stressed syllables. 

 /di/  [dí]   'go' 
 /di/  [d̍ i]   'girl' 
 /adama/  [adamà ]  'here' 
 /bdo/  [bd]   'large' 
 

7.1.6 /g/ 

[] lightly voiced velar stop occurs word initially and medially.  
 Voicing increases slightly on stressed syllables. 
 /gigi/  []   'edible leaf, species' 
 /gaw/  [aw]   'sugar cane' 
 /gugu/  [uu]   'ditch' 
 /bga/  [ba]   'taro' 
 

7.1.7 / / 

[p] voiceless bilabial affricate occurs preceding [i] on stress syllables, 
in free variation with [].  

 This varies greatly with speakers. 
 /i/  [pí - í]  'bamboo, species' 
 /ijaw/  [pjaw - jaw] 'eat!' 
 

[] voiceless bilabial fricative occurs word initially and medially. 
 /a/  [a]   'pig' 
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 /o/  [o]   'sore' 
 /uu/  [uu]   'breeze' 
 /tta/  [tta]   'wash' 
 

7.1.8 /s/ 

[ts] voiceless alveolar grooved affricate occurs preceding [i] and [] 
initially in free variation with [s]. 

 This varies greatly with speakers. 
 /sija/  [tsja - sja]  'coconut' 
 /sa/  [tsa - sa]  'edible vine, species' 
 

[s] voiceless alveolar lightly grooved fricative occurs initially and 
medially. 

 It tends to be more grooved initially before high vowels and in stressed syllables and less  
 grooved medially in unstressed syllables and before mid and low vowels. 
 /sahabo/  [sahabo]  'edible leaf, species' 
 /sowa/  [sowa]   'betel pepper vine' 
 /husi/  [hus]   'two' 
 /isu/  [su]   'bury!' 
 
 

7.1.9 /h/ 

[h] voiceless relaxed cavity fricative or glottal fricative occurs word 
initially, and medially pronounced with the tongue and lips in position 
for the following vowel. 

 /hagi/  [ha]   'water' 
 /husi/  [hus]   'two' 
 /bahi/  [bah]   'talk' 
 /toho - soho/ [toho - tsoho] 'pointed' 
 

7.1.10  /m/ 

[m] voiced bilabial nasal occurs word initially and medially and finally. 
 /mi/  [mí ]   'tree' 
 /mugo/  [mu]   'garden' 
 /doma/  [doma]   'canoe' 
 /nmda/  [nmda]  'sister' 
 /nm/  [nm]   'we' 
 

7.1.11  /n/ 

[] voiced velar nasal occurs only preceding velar consonants. 
 /mkungla/ [mklā]  'dole out' 
 /sinka/  [ska]  'saw dust' 
 

[n] voiced alveolar nasal occurs word initially, medially and finally. 
 /na/  [na]   'sago' 
 /nl/  [nl]   'green' 
 /monu/  [monu]   'plant, species' 
 /kanbi/  [kanb]  'man spear' 
 /an/  [an]   'I' 
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7.1.12   /w/ 

[w] voiced high close back rounded nonsyllabic glide occurs word 
initially, medially and finally. 

 /wija/  [wja]   'second day from today' 
 /wa/  [wa]   'drum' 
 /dawin/  [dawn]  'kind of spear' 
 /kwia/  [kwí a]  'plate' 
 /law/  [law]   'stomach' 
 

7.1.13  /j/ 

[j] voiced high close front unrounded nonsyllabic glide occurs word 
initially, medially and finally. 

 /ja/  [ja]   'fire' 
 /jini/  [jí nì]   'tail' 
 /kwajo/  [kwajo]  'cassowary species' 
 /biljaw/  [bjaw]  'tooth ache' 
 /gaj/  [aj]   'white' 

7.1.14   /l/ 

[] voiced velar lateral approximant occurs initially preceding [o], 
medially between [o], [] and [u], and finally following [o] and [u]. 

 /lo/  [o]   'his' 
 /bolu/  [bu]   'back' 
 /damul/  [damu]  'spider' 
 

[] voiced alveolar lateral flap occurs initially and medially preceding [a], 
and medially between [o] and [o]. [] tends toward [] initially and after 
[a]; it is a weaker flap after [] and []. 

 /la/  [a - a]  'kinsman' 
 /bala/  [baa]   'pubescent' 
 /ila/  [a]   'fish' 
 /al/  [a]   ‘who’ 
 

[l] voiced alveolar lateral approximant occurs elsewhere initially, 
medially and finally. 

 /li/  [lí]   'defecation' 
 /nl/  [nl]   'green' 
 /waˈbuli/  [wabul]  'white egret' 
 
The following chart illustrates the allophones of /l/ which occur preceding and following vowels. Each 
vowel is shown on the charts in its position on the standard vowel chart. These two charts show the 
tendency of /l/ to portmanteau with vowels in high central position, especially syllable finally. 
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CHART OF /l/ PRECEDING THE VOWEL 

li 
/li/ 

 lu 
/lu/ 

lei 

/lj/ 

                       
/l/ 

lo 
/lo/ 

 a-a 
/la/ 

 

 /li/  [ˈlí]   ‘feces’ 
 /lj/  [ˈlei]   ‘vine’ 
 /lˈal  [al]   ‘leach’ 
 /ˈlu/  [u]   ‘those two’ 
 /la/  [ˈla]   ‘inlaw’ 
 /lo/  [ˈlo]   ‘his’ 
 /luˈbu/  [lubú]   ‘stirring stick’ 
 
CHART OF /l/ FOLLOWING THE VOWEL 

                        
/il/ 

 
/ul/ 

  ol 
/ol/ 

                         /el/ 
al /al/ 

 

 
 /ml/  [ˈml]   ‘dirty’ 
 /sil/  [ˈs]   ’nail’ 
 /hol/  [ˈhol]   ’source’] 
 /yaˈmal/  [j āmal]   ’moon’ 
 /daˈmul/  [dām]  ’spider’ 
 
When /l/ occurs between two vowels it is affected by both of them. Furthermore, /l/ is not only affected 
by vowels, but it affects adjacent vowels. The chart below shows the phones which result from various 
sequences of vowel and /l/. 
 
In the following chart the horizontal lines represent vowels which precede /l/; the columns represent 
vowels which follow /l/. The boxes contain the resulting phone sequences. For instance, the 
intersection of the horizontal line labeled "a" with the column labeled "e" is the phoneme sequence 
/ale/, phonetically [al], as in: 
 
 /waˈbu gadˈmal/ [wa ̍bu admalì] 'sea eagle' 
 
CHART Of vlv SEQUENCES:  

 
Vowel following l 

 i e a u o l is word final
l is 
word 
initial 

li *     lej a-a  o  

i ** i --- a ilu ---  
e ***li, i            la --- --- ***l, 
a ali ali aa-aa alu --- al 
u uli u --- ulu --- u 

Vowel 
preced
ing l 

o --- --- ola lu oo o 
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* /ilil/ is phonetically []; ** /l/ before /ej/ is [lej] both initially and medially. *** [] is /l/ after 
velars. 
 
 /bi/  [bí]   ‘tooth’ 
 /bil/  [b]   ‘not’ 
 /bili/  [bi]   ‘before’ 
 /bilil/  [b]   ‘limbun’ 
 /sibilil/  [sb]   'swollen' 
 
 /i/  [i]   ‘edible cane’ 
 /il/  []   ‘pus’ 
 /yail/  [ja]   ‘pole’ 
 /yaol/  [jao]   ‘pupa’ 
 /u/  [u]   ‘sore, mark, carving, writing’ 
 /ul/  [u]   ‘boil, carbuncle’ 
 
 /bilol/  [bio ]   ‘saliva’ 
 /tolu/  [tlu]   ‘tongue’ 
 /fijo ulu/ [ijo ulu]  ‘cassowary’ 
 
 /mhl/ [mh]  ‘blood’ 
 /gla/  [a]   'tamberan' 
 /wabu balil/ [wabu bal]  ‘hornbill’ 
 

7.2 Contrast of Consonants 
 
/t/ and /d/ 
 
 /ti/  [t]  'turtle' 
 /ˈdii/  [d ]  'go' 
 
 /tu/  [tu]  'head' 
 /du/  [du]  'dragon fly' 
 
 /hisitu/  [hstu] 'decoration' 
 /gajdu/  [ajdu]  'with white' 
 
 /tolo/  [tlo]  'tongue' 
 /do/  [d]  'lime gourd' 
 
 /tla/  [ta]  'shoulder' 
 /ddla/  [dda] 'fence' 
 
 
/t/ and /s/ 
 
 /ti baku/  [ti baku]  'water beetle' 
 /sibilil/  [sb]   'swollen' 
 
 /sa/  [sa]   'edible leaf, species' 
 /ta/  [ta]   'like' 
 
 /asa~asaa/ [asa ~ asaa] 'how much?' 
 /tta/  [tta]   'wash' 
 
 /na bjta/ [na bejta]  'my younger brother' 
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 /ubisa/  [ubsa]  'sharpen' 
 
 /atj/  [atej]   'stay' 
 /misj/  [msej]   'late' 
 
Some speakers fluctuate between /t/ and /s/ in a few words initially, such as: 
 
 /toho ~ soho/ [toho ~ soho]  'pointed' 
 /tahabo ~ sahabo/ [tahabo ~ sahabo] 'edible fruit, species' 
 
/d/ and /l/ 
 
 /gla/  [a]   'tamberan' 
 /gda/  [da]   'four' 
 
 /bala/  [baa ~ baa]  'pubescent' 
 /adama/ [adama]  'here' 
 
/k/ and /g/ 
 
 /kija/  [kja]   'palm tree species' 
 /gija/  [ja]   'arm band' 
 
 /kni/  [kn]   'cold (water)' 
 /gni/  [n]   'banana' 
 
 /kanbi/  [kanb]  'place name' 
 /ganbi/  [anb]   'man spear' 
 
/k/ and /h/ 
 
 /kbi/  [kb]   'flying fox' 
 /hbi/  [hb]   'bone' 
 
 /kudi/  [kud]   'well' 
 /husi/  [hus]   'two' 
 
 /bahi/  [bahi]   'talk' 
 /baki/  [bak]   'deep sorrow' 
 
 /winhi/ [winhi]  'lift it!' 
 /san ki/  [sa k]  'son's wife' 
 
 /bataku/  [bataku]  'two pronged spear' 
 /bahu/  [bahu]   'finished' 
 
/g/ and / / 
 
 /gugu/   [uu]   'ditch' 
 /uumo/  [uumo]  'say again!' 
 
 /budima gn dijaw/ [budima n dijaw] 'eats banana at Ambunti' 
 /budima n dii/ [budiman di]  'goes from Ambunti' 
 
 /ginija/   [inija]   'darkness' 
 /iinija/   [inija]  'got' 
 
 /mugow/  [muou]  'our garden' 
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 /maonowja/  [maonoweja]  'did not see again' 
 
 /gaj/   [ai]   ‘white’ 
 /aj/   [ai]   ‘want’ 
 
 /uga/   [ua]   ‘buy’ 
 /aa/    [aa]   ‘yes’ 
 
 
 
/k/ and // 
 /kan/  [ˈkan]   ‘brother’ 
 /qai/  [aj]   ‘want to’ 
 
 /kaˈku/  [kaˈku]   ‘together’ 
 /ˈaa/  [aa]   ‘yes’ 
 
 /koˈwol/  [ko̍ wol]   ‘breast bone’ 
 /ˈowa/  [ˈowa]   ‘having done’ 
 
/h/ and // 
 
 /bˈhi/  [b̍ h]   'talk' 
 /ˈj/  [e]   'do!' 
 
 /hahwj/  [ha̍ hwej]  'laying down' 
 /ˈhwja/ [hweja]  'slept' 
 
 /ˈhwja/ [hweja]  'slept' 
 /ˈmjwija/ [mewija]  'failed' 
 
 
/V/ and /V/ or // and # 
 
 /ii/  []   'go!' 
 /ˈii/  []   'go (fut.)!' 
 
 /ˈduwu/  [duwu]   'sits down' 
 /ˈduuwu/ [duquwu]  'sits down again' 
 
 /ˈa inasij/ [a inasiej]  'wants to carry a pig' 
 /ˈa ˈiinasija/ [ˈa ˈinasija]  'carried a pig' 
 
 /iˈnij/  [i̍ nej]   'wants to get' 
 /ˈiinija/  [ˈinija]  'got' 
 
 /an/  [an]   ‘I’ 
 /ˈqaqa/  [ˈqaqa]   ‘Yes’ 
 
// with /k/, /g/ and /h/ 
 
 /ˈni/  [ní ]   ‘from’ 
 /kˈni/  [kní]   ‘cold’ 
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 /gˈni/  [gní]   ‘banana’ 
 /hˈbi/  [hbí]   ‘bone’ 
 
/ / and /b/ 
 
 /i/  [í ]   'bamboo species' 
 /bi/  [bí ]   'tooth' 
 
 
 /a/  [a]   'pig' 
 /ba/  [ba]   'stone' 
 
 /nˈa/  [na]   'button' 
 /nˈba/  [nba]   'feather, hair' 
 
 /ˈija/  [ja]   'eat!' 
 /biˈjal/  [bjal]   'what is its name?' 
 
 /dˈi/  [d]   'girl' 
 /kˈbi/  [kbí ]   'large bat' 
 
// and /h/ 
 
 /l/  [fl]   'shore' 
 /hli/  [hl]   'string bag' 
 
 /usa/  [usa]   'listen' 
 /husi/  [hus]   'two' 
 
 /di/  [d]   'girl' 
 /bahi/  [bah]   'talk' 
 
 /a/  [a]   'pig' 
 /hagi/  [ha]   'water' 
 
 /jii/  [j]   'dirty (skin)' 
 /dihi/  [dh]   'go up' 
 
// and /w/ 
 
 /a/  [a]   'pig' 
 /wa/  [wa]   'leg' 
  
 /ija/  [ja]   'eat!' 
 /wija/  [wja]   'second day from today' 
 
 /uu/  [uu]   'breeze' 
 /duwu/  [duwu]   'name' 
 
 /uu/  [uu]   'breeze' 
 /wua/  [wua]   'name' 
 
 /di/  [d]   'girl' 
 /hwi/  [hw]   'grass skirt' 
 
/m/ and /n/ 
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 /mi/  [mí ]   'tree' 
 /ni/  [ní ]   'you, subj.' 
 
 /mu/  [mu]   'egg' 
 /nu/  [nu]   'firewood' 
 
 /ˈima/  [ma]   'man' 
 /ˈina/  [ina]   'house' 
 /ˈmija/  [mja]   'forest' 
 /ˈnija/  [nja]   'eye' 
 
 /ml/  [ml]   'dirty water' 
 /nl/  [nl]   'green' 
 
/w/ and /j/ 
 
 /wj/  [wej]   'wait' 
 /jj/  [jej]   'lizard' 
 
 /wa/  [wa]   'drum' 
 /ja/  [ja]   'fire' 
 
 /buwawa/ [buwawa]  'just finished working' 
 /jajadu/  [jajadu]  'hot' 
 
 /wailil/ [wā]   'sweet potato' 
 /jailil/  [ja]   'pole' 
 
 /ibijalja/ [bjalja]  'stole' 
 /walwa/  [walwa]  'butterfly' 
 
/l/ and /j/ 
 
 /lj/  [lej]   'vine' 
 /jj/  [jej]   'lizard' 
 
 /li/  [lí ]   'feces' 
 /ji/  [jí ]   'wild citrus species' 
 
 /iˈla/  [a - a]  'fish' 
 /iˈja/  [ja]   'come!' 
 
 /law/  [aw]   'stomach' 
 /jaw/  [jaw]   'go ahead!' 
 
 /baˈla/  [ba̍ a]   'pre-pubescent (girl)' 
 /ˈjajadu/  [jajadu]  'hot' 
 
/l/ and /w/ 
 
 /lj/  [lej]   'vine' 
 /wj/  [wej]   'wait' 
 
 /hˈli/  [hl]   'string bag' 
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 /hwi/  [hw]   'grass skirt' 
 
 /la/  [a]   'kinsman' 
 /wa/  [wa]   'leg, drum' 
 
 /koˈla/  [koa]   'flea' 
 /soˈwa/  [sowa]   ‘edible leaf’ 
 
 
All consonant phonemes 
 
/ / /ija/  [ja]   'come!' 
/t/ /ti/  [t]   'turtle' 
/k/ /kija/  [kja]   'palm tree species' 
/b/ /bijal/  [bjal]   'who?' 
/d/ /dija/  [dja]   'shield' 
/g/ /gija/  [ja]   'arm band' 
/ / /ija/  [ja]   'eat!' 
/s/ /sija/  [sja]   'coconut' 
/h/ /hiju/  [hju]   'tan' 
/m/ /mija/  [mja]   'forest' 
/n/ /nija/  [nja]   'eye' 
/w/ /wija/  [wja]   'second day from today' 
/j/ /ji/  [j]   'wild citrus species' 
/l/ /li/  [l]   'feces' 
 

7.3 Description of Vowels 
 

7.3.1 /i/ 

[] voiced near-close front unrounded vowel tends to occur adjacent to 
alveolars 

 /didiˈsi/  [dids]   'often' 
 /iˈla/  [la]   'fish' 
 /ˈdawin/  [dawn]  'kind of spear' 

[i] mid central rounded vowel to voiced close front unrounded vowel 
glide occurs following velars. 

 /ˈgi ˈmugu/ [í muu]  'sago grub'  
 /kiˈna/  [kna]   ‘bush knife 
 /kiˈja/  [kja]   'palm tree species' 
 

[i] voiced close front unrounded vowel occurs elsewhere. 
 /bi/  [bí ]   'tooth' 
 /siˈi/  [s]   'wing' 
 /ˈdihi/  [dh]   'go up' 
 

7.3.2 /e/ 

[e], [ɛ], [ɘ ] and [] are in complementary distribution. 
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[e] voiced close-mid front unrounded vowel occurs only before [i] or [j]. 
 /lj/  [lej]   'vine' 
 /jj/  [jej]   'lizard' 
 /bj/  [bej]   kind of palm tree 
 /j/  [ej]   'yes' 
 /ˈhjna/  [hejna]   'hit' 
 

[ɛ] voiced open-mid front unrounded vowel occurs following [i], [j] 
unless also preceding [i], [j]. 

 /jˈk/  [jɛk]   'chin' 
 /jn/  [ ̍ jɛ n]   'baby' 
 /jˈda/  [jɛ ̍da]   'torso' 
 /bˈga wi̍ jn/ [b̍ ga wi̍ jɛ n]  'kind of taro' 
 /jj/  [ˈjej]   ’lizard’ 
 

[] voiced close-mid central unrounded vowel occurs at the end of 
words and following velar consonants. 

 /jˈk/  [jk]   'chin' 
 /ˈattk/ [attk ]  'think' 
 /ggˈh/ [h]  'cockroach, species' 
 /baˈk/  [ba̍ khɘ]   'sorry, deep sorrow' 
 

[] voiced mid central unrounded vowel occurs elsewhere. 
 /bga/  [ba]   'taro' 
 /di/  [d]   'girl' 
 /attk/ [attk ]  'want to think' 
 /n/  [n]   '2nd dual' (yutupela) 
 /tˈhi/  [t̍ hi]   'cook in mumu' 
 /nmˈda/  [nmˈda]   'sister' 
 /ˈhwi/  [ˈhwì ]   'grass skirt' 
 

7.3.3 /a/ 

[a] voiced open central unrounded vowel occurs in all positions. 
 /ba/  [ba]   'stone' 
 /gaj/  [aj]   'white' 
 /walˈwa/  [walwa]  'butterfly' 
 

7.3.4 /u/ 

[] voiced near-close back rounded  occurs adjacent to  
velars and nasals. 

 /daˈgun/  [dan]   'good' 
 /ˈuki/  [k]   'fasten!' 
 /muˈgo/  [m]   'garden' 
 

[u] voiced  close back rounded vowel occurs elsewhere. 
 /guˈgu/  [guu]   ditch 
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 /huˈsi/  [hus]   two 
 /ˈduwu/  [duwu]   sit 
 

7.3.5 /o/ 

[],[] and [o] are in complementary distribution, and are therefore  
one phoneme /o/. 
 

[] voiced open-mid back rounded vowel tends to occur following stops 
and word finally. 

 /do/  [d]   lime gourd 
 /muˈgo/  [mu]   garden 
 /bowaˈbo/ [bwab]  the middle 
 

[] voiced open-mid back to mid central rounded vowel glide occurs 
before alveolar consonants.  

 /ˈbota/  [bta]  'short' 

 /hoˈna/  [hna]   'edible saprophyte' 
 

[o] voiced close-mid back rounded vowel occurs elsewhere.  
 /koˈba/  [koba]   'grass' 
 /soˈwa/  [sowa]   'betel pepper vine' 
 /o/  [o]   'sore' 
 /ˈohwaj/ [ohwaj]  'sleep!' 
 

7.4 Contrast of vowels 
 
/a/ and /o/ 
 
 /ja/  [ja]   'fire' 
 /jo/  [j]   'road' 
 
 /koˈla/  [kola]   'flea' 
 /koˈlo/  [kolo]   'old (animate)' 
 
 /bˈsija/  [bsíja]   'ear' 
 /bsiˈjo/  [bsijo]   'inside' 
 
 /ˈgda/  [da]   'four' 
 /bˈdo/  [bd]   'large' 
 
/u/ and /o/ 
 
 /ju/  [ju]   'leaves cooked with sago' 
 /jo/  [j]   'road' 
 
 /du/  [du]   'dragonfly' 
 /do/  [d]   'lime gourd' 
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 /budu/  [budu]   'flood' 
 /bdo/  [bd]   'large' 
 
 
 /mu go/  [m]   'garden' 
 /gi mugu/ [i muu]  'sago grub'  
 
/i/ and // 
 
 /jin/  [jín]   'centipede' 
 /jn/  [jn]   'baby' 
 
 /bini/  [bni]   'cucumber' 
 /bni/  [bni]   'garlic flavoured leaf' 
 
 /gn baki/ [n baki]  'banana species' 
 /bak/  [bak]   'sorry' 
 
 /kini/  [kni]   'later' 
 /kni/  [kni]   'cold (water)' 
 
 /nija/  [nija]   'eye' 
 /minja/  [mineja]  'fall down' 
 
// and /a/ 
 
 /gˈni/  [ni]   'banana' 
 /gaˈni/  [ani]   'bamboo species' 
 
 /ˈmhwi/ [mhwi]  'coughing' 
 /ˈmahi/ [mahi]  'not coughing' 
 
 /siˈgel/  [tsl]  'chair' 
 /ˈtu tˈgal/ [ˈtu tal]  'comb' 
 
 /bˈdo/  [bd]   'large' 
 /baˈdi/  [badi]   'ripe' 
 
 /nˈba/  [nba]   'hair, feathers' 
 /iˈnaba/  [naba]  'arrow' 
 
// and /u/ 
 
 /iˈna siˈk/ [īˈna sīk]  'high house' 
 /ˈiˈna siˈku/ [īˈna sīku ]  'pig arrow' 
 
 /buˈgul/  [buul]   'scorpion' 
 /bˈga/  [ba]   'taro' 
 
 /ggˈh/ [h]  'insect species' 
 /guˈgu/  [uu]   'ditch' 
 
 /nl/  [nl]   'green' 
 /boˈnul/  [bonul]   'edible leaf' 
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 /ml/  [ml]   'dirty' 
 /daˈmul/  [damul]  'spider' 
/i/, /a/, /u/ and /o/ 
 
 /ji/  [ji]   'wild citrus species' 
 /ja/  [ja]   'fire' 
 /ju/  [ju]   'leaves cooked in sago' 
 /jo/  [j]   'road' 
 
/i/, /a/ and /u/ 
 
 /ni/  [ni]   'you' 
 /na/  [na]   'sago' 
 /nu/  [nu]   'firewood' 
 
/i/, /a/, // and /o/ 
 
 /i/  [i]   'bamboo species' 
 /a/  [a]   'pig' 
 /o/  [o]   'sore, mark' 
 /l/  [l]   ‘shore’ 
 
/i/, /u/ and /o/ 
 
 /di/  [di]   'go' 
 /du/  [du]   'dragonfly' 
 /do/  [d]   'lime gourd' 
 

8. PRACTICAL ORTHOGRAPHY 
Representatives from the four main villages of Bahinemo met in Wagu Village in 2007 to make final 
decisions on the orthographical representations that would be used in the New Testament and future 
literacy preparing people to read it. SIL and New Tribes Mission worked at opposite sides of the 
language group at different times and chose different sound representations. These are the conclusions 
from Bahinemo orthography discussions. 6 Nov. 2007: 
 
 

8.1 The following orthography representations were 
approved by the Bahinemo Delegates: 
The followin phonemic sounds 

a b d    h i k l m n o s t u w j   

Will be represented as follows: 

a b d e f g h i k l m n o s t u w y  ` 
A B D E f G H I K L M N O S T U W Y ` 

 

8.1.1 No Stress Marks on Words and Sentences. 
 

SIL has used word and sentence stress in their orthography to facilitate oral reading in church with 
natural intonation rather than reading individual words. NTM has not used any markings. In the 2007 
orthography conference, all agreed to follow Pidgin and English with no stress-accent marks. These 
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were considered unnecessary for experienced readers. (The word stress will be written in the 
pronunciation guide in the dictionary with a high tone over the nuclear vowel of the syllable.) 
 

8.1.2 Punctuation  
The comma will be used following terms of address, negation-affirmation words and between 

Nuclear and Post-Nuclear Phrases. It will also be used between items in a list. 
Semi-colon will be used following a dependent clause. 
Period and question mark will be used at the end of a sentence (or breath group). Question words 

in the middle of a sentence will not take a question mark. Intonation is sometimes the only difference 
between these. Imperative is indicated by a prefix, so exclamation point is not necessary. 

Quotation marks will be used for direct quotations, because sometimes there is only an intonation 
difference. 

8.1.3  /ei/  instead of /c/ or /ey/ 
 

The conference rejected the /c/ for (e) as a sixth vowel used in Inalu Village by New Tribes. The 
/c/ is too difficult for people educated in English to read. They chose to accept the Wagu interpretation 
of only five vowels with [e] voiced close-mid front unrounded vowel occurs only before [i] or [j]. See 
examples in section 6.4.7.  
 

8.1.4 Double vowels in verbs and emphatic possessive pronouns 
The SIL analysis indicated that there is emic vowel length that is accompanied by a contrasting 

tone glide. This is interpreted as two syllable nuclei. See examples in Section 6.4.9.  Vowel length 
functions differently on nouns, pronouns and verbs.  

SIL and NTM were spelling the pronouns differently, especially the emphatic pronouns that 
generally used reduplicated vowels to give emphasis. The conference felt only one vowel was 
necessary. See the dictionary for specific preferences of each word and the chart of pronouns. 
 

8.1.5 /le/ or /wo/ 
The analysis and chart clearly show the original speakers in Wagu used /le/ in pronouns like /lefu/ for 
‘those two’. Our original teachers of the language insisted on saying this with flattened lips, not 
rounded. See sections 7.1.14 and 6.4.8 for analysis.  
 
The young men of today, many from outside the area and learning Bahinemo, use the rounded lips and 
insist it is /wofu/. They do use most of the other sequences with /l/ the same as our original teachers 
and as we represented in the pronoun chart in the dictionary. We have included both as dialect options 
in the dictionary. See also the pronoun chart for the whole range of pronouns.  
However, the committee agreed to use /wo/ instead of /le/ in the translation. 

8.1.6 /W/ and /y/ occurring after the vowel 
SIL orthography accommodated to Tok Pisin which does not use /w/ and /y/ after the vowels. It uses /u/ 
and /i/. The representatives agreed to use the same as Tok Pisin. 

8.1.7 /`/ instead of // 
The SIL orthography represented the glottal stop with a /q/ to give it the status it deserves as a full 
phoneme, including a capital letter and because some dialects did not differentiate /q/ and /g/. They 
could then read it as the same sound. Wagus who had the contrasts learned to differentiate quickly.  

The NTM orthography used a /`/.  Those trained in the SIL literacy course leaned heavily towards the 
/q/ and the Inaru Village representatives leaned heavily towards the /`/.  The deciding vote was cast by 
those trained in the government schools who felt that new readers would have trouble differentiating 
the /q/ from other letters like “b, d, g” and that a /`/ would be easier to read. Though it is difficult to see 
the /`/ in text, all the Bahinemo text, dictionary and grammar materials use 2007 approval of the 
orthography. It increases the memory load if they do not notice the mark or learned it as a stressed 
syllable marker. 

8.1.8 Grammatical Clitics on Nouns: /-ma/, /-du/ and /-si/ 
In the past SIL has treated all these as hyphenated clitics because they do not carry the stress in the 
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same way all the other single syllable words in the language do. The ‘-ma, -du, and –si’ are always 
unstessed indicating dependence rather than the full status as a word. In the past NTM in Inalu wrote /-
ma/ as an affix and the other two clitics as separate words. The group decided to write all three as 
suffixes, but without the hyphen.  

8.1.9 Hyphens Between Verb Roots 
The SIL orthography has separated compound verb roots with hyphens, maintaining each multi-root 
stem as a single verb. This was done because the prefixes are at the beginning and the suffixes are on 
the end of the whole group of roots, the same as a single verb root. The NTM orthography has used 
spaces between roots of compound verbs. All agreed to tie compound verb stems together as one word 
with hyphens between the roots.  
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